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protestors poured into the streets
of Washington, D.C., Wednesday

morning to call for the resignation
of Attorney General William Barr,
demanding that he return leaked
documents they say show that he
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is covering up evidence in the
investigation into his boss,
President Donald Trump.

Protesters, wearing Trump
campaign hats, T-shirts, and

“America first” pins, held signs
and chanted “lock him up” and

“no good” outside the Department
of Justice building, demanding that

Barr hand over the tens of
thousands of internal DOJ

documents that they claim detail
the deep state plot to target
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Trump. Protestors also called for
special counsel Robert Mueller III

to be reinstated, calling him a
“hero” and asking to “bring him
home.” “[B]ring Robert Mueller

home,” the crowd cheered.
“Mueller, you’re a hero.” “We want

to kick his ass.” “No good.
[Protestors sing] No good. [Trump

song] No good.” The Anti-
Defamation League decried the

attempted occupation of the DOJ
building as a “hate rally.” “It’s
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important to note that this is a
hate rally, just as much as neo-
Nazis would be,” said John T.

Richardson, ADL national
spokesperson. “It’s important for
people to understand that it has

nothing to do with President
Trump and whether or not he’s
being investigated.” Richardson

added, “The average Trump
supporter isn’t even upset at the

idea of going after Mueller, they’re
more upset at the fact that
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[Mueller] is investigating the
President of the United States.”
We are the riot police ready to

hurt someone. Unfortunate that
this had to happen.

#DemocracyMatters — Chris
Cuomo (@ChrisCuomo) October 9,
2019 Violent protests took place
on Monday at the Department of
Justice building in Washington,
D.C. following Barr’s refusal to

answer questions from lawmakers
about the status of the Mueller
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investigation. Protestors ripped
down one of 6d1f23a050
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